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Th.e eleetron-:velocity di-stribution _in an electron-proton plasma Gub:.: 
_:··:(· '\' 

.. - ::, je~-~·ed to a uniform static field !op :'alii, calculated by Spitzer c.md Htirln (S-£·!} o 
1 

/.. ; ,' ·:-; 

·· uaing the linearized Fokker-Planck equa:l:ionin the Landau form, i. e. , with 

static Debye shielding. Li~eariza.tion of this equation.ia valid whell E
0 

is. 

( . )-1 . . . 
much leas than the 1•unaway· field E - iE n ea. o· 5 H. • Here o·s-H· lS t.11.e run e e - .. 

linear conductivity obtained by S-H, and a is the electron thermal speed. , e . 

~..nalysi.s of the stability of the current-carrying plasrna, using the 

S-H distribution. indicates that if the tempei."a.ture ratio (;) 
6
/ei is large, 

instability with respect to longitudinal ion waves occurs when E
0 

exceeds a 

critical value E . .,. 0 which is smaU compared to E. • 2 Ar.; the field E 0 crA~~o - . run · 

approaches the critical value, the fluctuation energy of those waves approaching 

inGta.bility increases. 3 Thl.e resuH:s from their excitation rate (due to spontaneous 

emission by particles) remaining approximately constan~ while their Landau 

:~~; damping (the net effect of absorption and induced emission by particles) approaches 
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zero. There is i:hus an inc:rease in th<?. effect these electric-field fluctuations 

have upon the n1otion ox _electrons. T!-J.a can ah;o be described as ai1 enhance-

tnent of the electron interaction due to V~lave exchange. i.e •• due to wave, 

emilllsion and absorption. When the cf.fect ofwave..;excr,.21,nge interaction becot::1es 

significant relaU.ve to the statically shielded Coulomb int:et'action. the appropriate 
' 4 

fol·m of the l'"'okker .. Planck equatiOi"l ie that of Lenard and Bales cu. (L-B}. " The 

L-B eqtl,a.tion incorporates wave ~:mchange a.s a feature of dynamic shi.elding. 

We expect that as E
0 

approaches E .t·~ the enhanced electron-electron . . cr1 

interaction producee1 a change in the velocity distribution in. such a direction as 

to m.ake the plasma more stable, i.e •• so as to increase the damping rates of 

'those waw.es about to become unstable. As a result, E
0 

can be ?.ncreased beyond 

E 't' without instabiUty occurril1g. This expectation has been confirmed by an crt 

explicit numerical sotution of the L ... B equation. For several values of fJ /G.~ e t 

the velocity .distribution has been determined a.e a f~'lction of E
0

• E'or 

E 0 < < Ecrit' the distribution io nearly idemtical to that of S-H. But as E
0 

approaches E •t• the enhanced wave exchD.nge ca:uses the electron distribution cr1 

to become more isotropic in the ion frame, thereby preserving the plasma. · 

stability •. In fact, as E
0 

increases f'urtl:ler, the distribution keeps adjusting 

itself so as t_o rem.ain stable.· 

·'!'his effect is illustrated in F'ig~ i, which shows the damping rate of that 

ion wave which would be the first to go unstable on the baeis of the S-H distribution. 

'l'he dashed curve is the s .. H result, while the solid curves are the L-B results. 

It is seen that the wave never begins to grow; for all values of E
0 

considered. 

(Further increase of E 0 l~ada to prohibitive numerical computing time.) 

'Whether instability would eve:r occur on the basis of th~ J ... -B equation is an 
.. -
academic question, since with increasing fluctuation energy and decreasing 

.i'':.·' 
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damping. rate~ the L-B equation eventually becom~~ hwaUd. fo1: it does not 

include the effects that wave-wave interactions {mo;:k: coupling) and coUi'aions 

.have on the waves. 

.In J.:i'"'ig. z. the fluctu:1tion energy is Uluett:"ated as a. 'function. of \Vav<~ speed 

.and .direction relative to Eo fo:t·.a value of E 0 well beyond Ecrit (0::: 'ii ie tho 

di~ecti.on of the electron now)~ 'These enhanced f.hv:tuatione could presuma.bly 

be observed by scatteril'l.g o£ ele.ctl·on"Aagnel:ic waves. 5 

'The decreased a.nimotropy caused by wave-e:>.:cha.nge reduces the electrical 
. '' . . 

conductivity, a s j/E
0 

•. This is ohown ,in Ii'ig •. 3. 

A detailed account o£ this work i.e. in prepa.:;.:ation. It will discuss the 

approximations we. made to enable us to solve the L-S equation nur.nerically 

and. will also. preoent the refn::-lts in more detail. 

I', 

''' 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

'1 

Fig. 2 •. .Fluctuation energy ~~~~~ in arbitrary unitr:; r as a £U!1Ction of wave 

apeed V and direction 8 for th.e case e /Gil. ::: 70 and . e .~. 

11:0 = 1.25 E ·•'t = 0.027 E • (,i! . .fV'hen En.· vanisheG~, the height of the .c ... 1. . run u 

peak is only a J.n these units. ) 

Fig. 3. Elect:ric<ll conductivity a(E0) f.or. a~Uve::~.·al tsmperatulfe ratios. 
' .. . 

The vertical dashed lines az-0 at E .t/E • . crt run 
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